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UC Berkeley School of Law certifies that today’s activity has been
approved for 5.25 hours CLE credit by the State Bar of California
8:30 AM - 9:00 AM  Breakfast (Grand Ballroom)

9:00 AM - 9:15 AM  Welcoming Remarks // 0.25 HR

9:15 AM - 10:30 AM  Workshop Session #1 // 1.25 HR

10:30 AM - 11:00 AM  Break

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM  Workshop Session #2 // 1.25 HR

2:00 PM - 3:15 PM  Workshop Session #3 // 1.25 HR

Author & Title | Comment | Room
--- | --- | ---
Scott Skinner-Thompson - Performative Privacy | Peter Winn | 301
Brett Frischmann & Evan Selingor - Engineering Humans with Contracts | Lauren Henry Scholz | 302
Ari Waldman - Designing Privacy Policies | Bill McGeveran | 307
Katherine Strandburg - Cost-Benefit Analysis, Precautionary Principles, and Counterterrorism Surveillance | Irina Manta | 405
Meg Jones - Another Shot at Technological Exceptionalism: Legal Constructions of Novelty from Brownies to Drones | Dan Bouk | 310
Andrea Matwyshyn - The Internet of Bodies | Jay Kesas | 403
Deven Desai & Joshua Kroll - Algorithms and the Law | Christo Wilson | 407
Margaret Hu - Critical Data Theory | Kate Crawford | 402-404
Danielle Citron - The Privacy Policymaking of State Attorneys General | Julie Brill | Continental Ballroom

10:30 AM - 11:00 AM  Break

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM  Workshop Session #2 // 1.25 HR

2:00 PM - 3:15 PM  Workshop Session #3 // 1.25 HR

Author & Title | Comment | Room
--- | --- | ---
Gautam Hans - Regulatory Data Mandates and Administrative Searches | Meg Young | 301
Frederik Zuiderven Borgesius & Joost Poort - Online Price Discrimination and EU Data Privacy Law | Andrew Selbst | 302
Priscilla Regan, Colin Bennett, & Robin M. Bayley - If these Canadians lived in the United States, how would they protect their privacy? The Functional Equivalence of Privacy Redress Mechanisms in Canada and the US | Bob Gellman | 307
James Rule - Privacy, The Philosopher’s Stone, and the Delusions of ‘Balancing’ | Seda Gurses | 405
Masooda Bashir & Hsiao-Ying Huang - Measuring Privacy Control and Risk from the Users Perspective | Pam Dixon | 310
Orin Kerr - The Effect of Legislation on Fourth Amendment Protection | Catherine Crump | 403
Karen Levy & Solon Barocas - Privacy at Work: How Customer Tracking Implicates Workers | Mara Einstein | 407
Omer Tene & Jules Polonetsky - Taming the Golem: Challenges of Ethical Algorithmic Decision Making | Joseph Turow | 402-404
Julie Cohen - The Reputation Engine | Gordon Hull | Continental Ballroom

12:15 PM - 2:00 PM  Lunch (Grand Ballroom)

2:00 PM - 3:15 PM  Workshop Session #3 // 1.25 HR

Author & Title | Comment | Room
--- | --- | ---
Alan Rubel & Kyle Jones - Policy Recommendations for Use of Learning Analytics in Higher Education | Elana Zeide | 308
Seda Güres & Joris Van Hoboken - Privacy in Service-Oriented Architectures Or Privacy After the Agile Turn | Deborah Hurley | 301
Kiel Brennen-Marquez - Plausible Cause | Andrew Fergusen | 302
Matthew Tokson - Knowledge and Fourth Amendment Privacy | Bryan Choi | 307
Elaine Sedenberg & Anna Lauren Hoffmann - The Value of Respect: Reclaiming the Philosophical and Political Foundations of Informed Consent | Luke Stark | 405
Bilyana Petkova - Privacy as Europe’s First Amendment | Samantha Barbas | 310
Paul Ohm & Jonathan Frankie - “Proof of Work”: Learning from Computer Scientific Approaches to Desirable Inefficiency | Arvind Narayan | 403
Iféoma Ajunwa, Kate Crawford, Jason Schultz - Limitless Worker Surveillance | Cheryl Brown | 407
Kobi Nissim, Aaron Bembenek, Alexandra Wood, Mark Bun, Marco Gaboardi, Urs Gasser, David R. O’Brien, Thomas Steinke, & Salil Vadhan - Bridging the Gap between Computer Science and Legal Approaches to Privacy | Jody Blanke | 402-404
Veronica Marotta, Kaifu Zhang, & Alessandro Acquisti - Who Benefits From Targeted Advertising? | Andrew Odlyzko | Continental Ballroom

3:15 PM - 3:30 PM  Break

3:30 PM - 4:45 PM  Workshop Session #4 // 1.25 HR

Author & Title | Comment | Room
--- | --- | ---
Gautam Hans - Regulatory Data Mandates and Administrative Searches | Meg Young | 301
Frederik Zuiderven Borgesius & Joost Poort - Online Price Discrimination and EU Data Privacy Law | Andrew Selbst | 302
Priscilla Regan, Colin Bennett, & Robin M. Bayley - If these Canadians lived in the United States, how would they protect their privacy? The Functional Equivalence of Privacy Redress Mechanisms in Canada and the US | Bob Gellman | 307
James Rule - Privacy, The Philosopher’s Stone, and the Delusions of ‘Balancing’ | Seda Gurses | 405
Masooda Bashir & Hsiao-Ying Huang - Measuring Privacy Control and Risk from the Users Perspective | Pam Dixon | 310
Orin Kerr - The Effect of Legislation on Fourth Amendment Protection | Catherine Crump | 403
Karen Levy & Solon Barocas - Privacy at Work: How Customer Tracking Implicates Workers | Mara Einstein | 407
Omer Tene & Jules Polonetsky - Taming the Golem: Challenges of Ethical Algorithmic Decision Making | Joseph Turow | 402-404
Julie Cohen - The Reputation Engine | Gordon Hull | Continental Ballroom

4:45 PM - 6:00 PM  Break on your own

6:00 PM  Reception (Sequoia Restaurant)

6:45 PM  Dinner (Sequoia Restaurant)